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CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SYSTEMS - ELECTIVE OUTLINE
This elective in the Spring Semester in 4 th Year Architecture with nine
students explored alternative systems around the procurement and delivery
of housing, particularly the co-operative movement. Focusing on housing
as a system rather than how the finished product looks, the students
firstly attended lectures around the topic and then researched precedents
of cooperative housing. Later they worked collaboratively with the Dublin
Housing Cooperative and Cluid Housing Association on a range of issues
related to urban dwelling on a site in Great Charles North in Dublin’s north
inner city. The workshops were all designed and run collaboratively in an
attempt to empower the students and the civic community participants on the
crucial issue of housing design and procurement. In addition the students
participated in joint lectures on the Urban Economics module in the School
of Surveying and Construction Management as well as engaging with the
Oikonet Housing Research Network.

Module Descriptor
Habitation is one of the most important social needs in our
lifetime yet its provision for all seems to allude our society
including here in Ireland. ‘Housing bubbles’, which often ruin
economies, lead to housing crises which ruin so many lives.
Options for accommodation delivery are mostly based on
the free market, whether they be in the private or the almost
non-existent social and affordable sector. The prevailing
procurement methods have clearly failed to meet such a
basic need yet alternative options are limited and are not
encouraged by government or the private sector.
AIM OF MODULE
This elective in the Spring Semester in 4 th Year Architecture
with 6-10 students will explore alternative systems around
the procurement and delivery of housing, particularly, but
not exclusively, the co-operative movement. It focuses
essentially on housing as a system rather than how the
finished product looks.
It is divided into two parts:
1. Lectures, Synthetic Research and preparatory activity
Lectures will focus on systems of housing production over
the last 100 years or so and students will be expected to
research one system in one country and write a reflective
text. There will also be collaboration with 4 th year students
and staff from the School of Construction Management
at DIT on their UrbanEconomics Module. Shared lectures
between the two programmes will focus on both historical
and current exemplars of integrated housing and also Irish
housing policy to include social housing history and delivery;

the private rental sector; housing, austerity and
neo-liberalism etc. The lectures will address future
housing needs in terms of building typology, delivery,
location and demand. Economics Module. Shared
lectures between the two programmes will focus on
both historical and current exemplars of integrated
housing and also Irish housing policy to include social
housing history and delivery; the private rental sector;
housing, austerity and neo-liberalism etc. The lectures
will address future housing needs in terms of building
typology, delivery, location and demand.
2. Participatory workshop and outputs (group work)
For the second part of the elective we will engage
with a community group in workshops to devise a
housing strategy (or system) on a specific site to satisfy
their habitation needs. This will involve two or three
workshops with the group assisting them to develop
their brief, exploring design, strategy and system
options and then reverting with a feasibility or series of
sketch and/or model studies in poster and/or booklet
form.
The intention is to work with people in housing need,
learn from them, use our knowledge and skills to
explore options with them and to leave them something
useful which they can use to progress their procurement
process. It is intended that the Urban Economics class
will attend the final presentation.

OIKONET COLLABORATION
The elective will also engage with the Civic Housing
Workspace on the Oikodomus digital platform. This will
involve uploading specific tasks and responding online to
any comments from Oikonet colleagues.
LEARNING HOURS AND CREDITS
12 contact, 88 self-learning and 5 ECTS
OBJECTIVES OF MODULE
•

To examine the multidisciplinary and collaborative nature
of housing production and procurement

•

To enlighten students on the centrality of housing in
creating sustainable communities and cities and a stable
but dynamic society

•

To reflect on exemplar housing systems in Ireland and
Europe

•

To review innovative alternative solutions to Ireland’s
housing crisis

•

To work with one community group on a particular
housing need and site and develop a strategy and / or
sketch scheme with funding model

•

To publicise results with an exhibition, pamphlet etc. to
add to the narrative on housing provision in Ireland.

•

To a d v i s e G o v e r n m e n t b o d i e s o n a l t e r n a t i v e
procurement routes for housing

•

To share the teaching and learning experience and
collaborate with European colleagues in the EU funded
Oikonet Housing Research Network

•

To have fun exploring alternative pedagocical methods
of creating housing systems

LEARNING OUTCOMES
At the end of this module the students will be able to:
•

Identify different housing systems and markets

•

Situate housing in a broader social and economic
context

•

Apply different housing procurement methods to
different locations as the broader circumstances dicate

•

Work with interest groups in the identification and
delivery of suitable housing using appropriate
procurement methods and their design skills

•

Work with a community group on exploring alternative
options for their housing needs

ASSESSMENT / STUDENT DELIVERABLES

Oikonet references:

A series of A3 study sheets on a chosen relevant research
topic

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3EYOMPnUow

and
A series of group exercises related to the collaborative
workshops to be presented as a booklet and a Power Point
presentation.
READING LIST
Alexander, Christopher A Pattern Language
* Awan, N., Schneider, T. and Till, J. 2011. Spatial Agency.
Second half of book has a list of alternative ways of doing
architecture including related to housing.
* Walter Segal - Various articles in Architect’s Journal - http://
www.segalselfbuild.co.uk/home.html
* Rod Hackney and Community Housing, various e.g. see
Hall, Peter (1988), Cities of Tomorrow
Habraken, John (1961), Supports, an alternative to Mass
Housing. Holland.
http://www.spatialagency.net/database/john.habraken
* Turner, John (1972) UK, Freedom to Build – dweller control
of the building process.
http://www.spatialagency.net/database/john.turner See also
Hall, Peter (1988), Cities of Tomorrow.
Ward, Colin (2004), The Hidden History of Housing
Sirr, Lorcan ed. (2014), Renting in Ireland

http://arc.housing.salle.url.edu/oikonet-platform/public/
upload/source/20150914143142_Proceedingsofthefirst
OIKONETinternationalconference.pdf
http://www.oikodomos.org/workspaces/index.php/
workshops/preview/19
* = highly recommended reading

Lecture Series
Week 1: Intro and discussion around aspirations for elective
Week 2: CLASS TRIP
Week 3: Tues 10 February: JR; Ballinfoile Feasibility for
Galway City Council by SHA 12 February; JR
meets Dublin Housing Cooperative
Week 4: Tues 16 February; Dominic Stevens (Guest); 		
Walter Segal Method Wed 17 February; JR; Pruitt
Igoe and Ballymun; perceived housing failure
Week 5: Tues 23 February; Colin Mc Donnell (Guest);
Co-Housing
Week 6: Wed 02 March: Joint class with Lorcan Sirr/JR;
Housing Policy and contemporary issues in 		
housing
Week 7: Wed 09 March; Geoff Corcoran and Dermot 		
Sellars (Guest); Co-operative Housing in Ireland
Week 8: Tues 15 March; Antoinette Hayden (Guest); Clúid
Housing Association Wed 16 March; Skype 		
seminar with Leandro Madrasa and Angel Coco
EASTER HOLIDAYS
EASTER HOLIDAYS
Week 9: Wed 06 Apr; joint class with Lorcan Sirr/JR; The
procurement system for York Street Housing for
DCC
Week 10: Tues: students Power Point presentations on
chosen topic of research Wed 13 Apr;
SITE VISIT AND WORKSHOP 1
Week 11: Work on Co-op group needs (group work)
Week 12: Work on Co-op group needs (group work)
Week 13: Work on Co-op group needs (group work)
Week 14: Work on Co-op group needs (group work)

Week 15: 16 May: WORKSHOP 2 - interactive
collaborative workshop with members of
Week 16: 24 May: WORKSHOP 3 - interactive
collaborative workshop with members of
Week 17: Exhibition of group work for DSA SHOW16 the
Dublin Housing Cooperative and Cluid Housing
Association the Dublin Housing Cooperative and
Cluid Housing Association

Research Topic

Students were asked to research and present alternative systems
around the procurement and delivery of housing (outside of the
market system of housing provision), particularly but not exclusively,
the co-operative movement.

Students’ Research Topic
Cloughjordan EcoVillage, Ireland		
Andrew Mc Allister
The Walter Segal Method, A Co-operative construction typology
Benjamen Cooney
60 Richmond Street,Toronto
Emma Conway
Tinggarden, Denmark & Vrijburcht, Netherlands
Holly Carton
R50, Berlin-Kreuzberg		
John Flynn
Co Housing model for Sweden		
Kieran Brady
The History of Co-Operative Housing in Denmark
Shane Madden,
West Whitlawburn Housing Co-operative, UK
Yi Shi

DUBLIN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Collaborative Design Workshop 1

THE DUBLIN HOUSING
CO-OPERATIVE
In association with

The intention of the first collaborative workshop was for everyone to get know
each other, visit the site and partake in a series of reflective discussions on
the meaning of urban dwelling and collective housing. The purpose was for
the students to both learn, and gather information, from the cooperative group
members. Hence a series of questions were posed to small discussion groups
and the results recorded on post-its. The results are shown in the following
pages.

DUBLIN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Collaborative Design Workshop 2

THE DUBLIN HOUSING
CO-OPERATIVE
In association with

The intention of the second collaborative workshop was firstly for the students to report
back on their findings from Workshop 1 and to explain a selection of precedents of
cooperative housing projects that they had studied. The latter exercise had specifically
been requested by members of the Co-op.
Following this the students facilitated three short group sessions on the following
themes:
1.Your favourite dwelling
2.Light and shadow
3.Model the site with your ideal housing scheme
John recorded the participatory processes by camera.
We concluded the workshop with a general reflective discussion on what had been
learned from these exercises and then considered proposals for what we would do
for the final workshop. Some images of the results of these participatory activities are
shown in the following pages.

Precedents Presentation

Your favourite dwelling
Mood board on the rating of spaces / dwellings from
images of precedents.
Students asked the participants to choose their preferred
picture/s of different dwelling/s &amp; communal spaces
and create their own mood board for their ideal dwelling.
Students: Holly, Shay

3D computer shadow model
analysis and feedback
Light and shadow
Using a Digital Sketch Up model of the site students
asked the participants to request the placement of
building blocks in their preferred location on the site and
then all in the group reviewed the impact in terms of
daylight, overshadowing, views etc.
Students: Andy, Kieran, Sean

Physical modelling analysis and
feedback
Model the site with your ideal housing scheme
Having explained the different types and sizes of apartments that
were block modelled students invited the participants to arrange
them, along with communal facilities, the St, Michael’s House
Day Care facility, vertical circulation cores etc., on the site model
and to effectively model their ideal housing scheme for this site.
Students: Shane, Emma, Ben

DUBLIN SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Collaborative Design Workshop 3

THE DUBLIN HOUSING
CO-OPERATIVE
In association with

The intention of the third and last collaborative workshop was firstly for the
students to present an analysis of the results from Workshop 2 as had been
requested by the cooperative group members at the last workshop. This
was done in a semi SWOT analysis format, using ‘PROS’ and ‘CONS’.
Then the students explained some planning issues – those of plot ratio,
density and car and bicycle parking requirements. The students had
calculated the density range for the site and had compiled the apartment
block models in to two groups – low density and high density. The workshop
participants were then invited to build their ideal housing project on the site
within the identified density range.
Following this an interactive brief formation exercise was undertaken where
participants were asked to respond to headings and themes presented to
them in slides in an attempt to formulate a brief for this group on this site.
The proposals were recorded in post-its.
We concluded the workshop with a general reflective discussion on what
had been learned from the entire workshop series and agreed what DSA
would forward to the participants Some images of the results of these
participatory activities for this last workshop are shown in the following
pages.

Outline Brief - as agreed with workshop participants
Introduction
An innovative co-operative housing scheme on Great
Charles Street North. The proposed scheme will house
members of the Dublin Housing Co-Operative and provide
a day care facility for St. Michael’s House in an integrated
mixed use housing scheme to be developed by Clúid
Housing Association.
The users
• Dublin Housing Co-Operative Group
• Clúid Housing Association
• St. Michael’s House
• Possibly other community groups
The characteristics of the scheme
Following on from our analysis, it has been concluded that
the proposed scheme:
• Be integrated with the surrounding community
• Create a new streetscape to the site, while allowing
permeability
• Create an enclosed communal space or spaces as a way
of creating a secure area with passive surveillance
• Have a variety of blocks throughout the site, each with
a different use such as a communal space, service space,
office space, places for children etc,
• Given the varying building heights surrounding the site,
potentially use a scheme with stepped heights from the front
to the rear.
• High to the north of the site and lower to the south in
consideration of the 2-storey cottages, whilst keeping to a
reasonable height

• St. Michaels to be located to the front of the site with
front access as well as access to a drop off zone
• Create a community atmosphere within the scheme
• The creation of a “living street” atmosphere with a
variety of garden and court yard spaces throughout
• Semi-private and private terraces and balconies to be
located throughout the scheme
• The materials used within the scheme should be
environmentally friendly, natural and locally sourced
when applicable and be of low maintenance
The social and use mix
• Scheme to contain fully integrated communal garden
spaces
• There should be areas to meet and to partake in
many different activities
• The green areas should have a sense of “wildness”
• The scheme should have areas to work together and
privately
• There should be areas to eat together consisting of
communal dining and kitchen areas
• The scheme should include a communal laundry
room and gymnasium
• Semi private and private terrace spaces and balconies
• Non-linear and a varied exterior
• The social spaces to be secure with passive
surveillance

Environmental aspects

Internal communal space and facilities

• Use of renewables for group heating/energy scheme
• Provided for composting and recycling
• Rainwater harvesting
• Warm homes that are highly insulated/passive
• Green Roofs
• The achievement of Passive House and nZEB standards
to be reviewed
• Use of grey water retention to be utilised on site

• Community room for meetings and social gatherings –
easily accessible to all
• Communal dining
• Communal activity spaces

Outdoor Communal amenity
• Community allotments
• A space for children
• Areas with water, ponds
• Garden spaces
• Roof gardens (if/where possible)
• Good light, and good views
• Community childcare facilities integrated with secure
play spaces
• Communal art spaces (also to be shared internally)
• Vegetation and food growth plots to be established
• Outdoor communal BBQ area
Access and circulation
• Options for vertical core and/or gallery access to be
reviewed

The dwellings
• Bright with big windows
• Shared balcony access acceptable in addition to private
outdoor space
• Ability to personalise
• Open plan
• Wood or other natural materials
• Dual aspect preferred
• Flexibility in design and layout manipulation
A mix of ……
• Studio
• One bed
• Two bed
• Three bed
• Two bed duplexes
• Three bed duplexes
• Four bed duplexes
……to suit changing demography

Car and bicycle parking
• Extent of resident car parking to be reviewed; consider
provision of Go-car spaces with ESB charge point
• Car parking to be provided for St. Michael’s House staff
• Secure bicycle parking for residents; minimum one per
resident
• Refuse and storage area
Funding
Alternative funding needs to be investigated
Possibility of some funding from St. Michaels to be
investigated
Management and maintenance
• Clúid Housing Association
• Dublin Housing Co-operative
• St Michael’s House

